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Judge Gives FDA 8 Months, Not 75 Years, to
Produce Pfizer Safety Data
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration will have eight months — not the 75 years it requested
— to release all documents related to the licensing of Pfizer’s Comirnaty COVID vaccine, a
federal judge ruled Thursday.

By Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D.
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The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will have eight months — not the 75 years it requested —
to release all documents related to the licensing of Pfizer’s Comirnaty COVID vaccine, a federal judge
ruled Thursday.
In his ruling, Judge Mark Pittman of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas, quoted
President John F. Kennedy, writing, “a nation that is afraid to let its people judge the truth and falsehood
in an open market is a nation that is afraid of its people.”
Judge Pittman rejected the FDA’s claim that it could release redacted versions of documents at a rate of
only 500 pages per month, which would have meant the full cache of documents wouldn’t become public
until 2096.
The documents in question relate to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request filed in August 2021 by
Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT), a group of more than 30 medical
and public health professionals and scientists from institutions such as Harvard, Yale, and UCLA.
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In his four-page order, Judge Pittman ordered the FDA to produce more than 12,000 pages of documents
on or before Jan. 31, and thereafter to “produce the remaining documents at a rate of 55,000 pages
every 30 days, with the first production being due on or before March 1, 2022, until production is
complete.”
According to this timeline, the almost-400,000 pages of documents will have been made public, sans
redactions, within eight months, rather than by the year 2097.
In its FOIA request, PHMPT asked the FDA to release “all data and information for the Pfizer vaccine,”
including safety and effectiveness data, adverse reaction reports, and a list of active and inactive
ingredients.
PHMPT had initially requested expedited processing of its FOIA submission on the basis there is a
“compelling need” for the swift release of the documents in question, further arguing that the
documentation should be fully released within 108 days — the number of days it took the FDA to
approve Pfizer’s vaccine.
When the organization’s request was rejected by the FDA, PHMPT filed a lawsuit against the agency.
The FDA, in its argument, recognized that it had an “obligation” to make the information public, but
claimed its Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, which maintains the records in question, has
only 10 staff members, two of whom are “new.”
Suzann Burk, head of the FDA’s Division of Disclosure and Oversight Management, said it takes eight
minutes a page for a worker “to perform a careful line-by-line, word-by-word review of all responsive
records before producing them in response to a FOIA request.”
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As a result, the FDA initially claimed that it required 55 years to fully release redacted versions of these
documents. The agency later amended this request to 75 years.
A ‘great win for transparency’
In his order, Judge Pittman recognized the “burden” placed on the FDA in meeting the timeline for the
release of these documents, but nevertheless made clear that it must be a priority for the agency:
“Here, the court recognizes the ‘unduly burdensome’ challenges that this FOIA request may
present to the FDA … But, as expressed at the scheduling conference, there may not be a ‘more
important issue at the Food and Drug Administration … than the pandemic, the Pfizer vaccine,
getting every American vaccinated, [and] making sure that the American public is assured that this
was not rush[ed] on behalf of the United States.”
Pittman, in addition to quoting Kennedy in his order, also drew on the words of former U.S. president
James Madison:
“A popular Government, without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a
Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or, perhaps, both.
“Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own Governors,
must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.”
Attorney Arron Siri of the Siri & Glimstad law firm, who represented PHMPT in its lawsuit, told Reuters
that the judge’s order “came down on the side of transparency and accountability.”
Further remarking on the decision, Siri wrote:
“This is a great win for transparency and removes one of the strangleholds federal ‘health’
authorities have had on the data needed for independent scientists to offer solutions and address
serious issues with the current vaccine program — issues which include waning immunity, variants
evading vaccine immunity, and, as the CDC has confirmed, that the vaccines do not prevent
transmission.
“No person should ever be coerced to engage in an unwanted medical procedure. And while it is
bad enough the government violated this basic liberty right by mandating the Covid-19 vaccine, the
government also wanted to hide the data by waiting to fully produce what it relied upon to license
this product until almost every American alive today is dead. That form of governance is
destructive to liberty and antithetical to the openness required in a democratic society.”
PHMPT pledged to publish all the FDA documents on its website.
In a filing submitted to a federal judge in November, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), arguing on
behalf of the FDA, initially claimed the agency could process some 329,000 pages of documents at a rate
of only 500 pages per month, in order to have time to redact legally exempt material.
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According to the DOJ, such material includes “confidential business and trade secret information of Pfizer
or BioNTech and personal privacy information of patients who participated in clinical trials.”
However, the legal team representing PHMPT argued in its court papers that the FDA, as of 2020, had
18,062 employees, indicating the agency could find the necessary manpower to rapidly fulfill the FOIA
request.
It is unclear whether the FDA will appeal Thursday’s decision. If not, both the FDA and PHMPT are
required to submit a report by April 1, detailing the progress being made regarding the release of the
documents.
The submission of additional reports will then be required every 90 days thereafter until all
documentation has been released.
Several significant rulings pertaining to COVID vaccines and related measures have come out of the U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of Texas in recent days.
On Jan. 3, the court issued a preliminary injunction barring the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) from
disciplining military service members who object to COVID-19 vaccination on religious grounds.
The same court also recently ruled against the implementation of a mask and vaccine mandate for
participants in federal Head Start programs.
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Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D.
Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D., is an independent journalist and researcher based in Athens,
Greece.
Sign up for free news and updates from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and the Children’s Health Defense. CHD is
planning many strategies, including legal, in an effort to defend the health of our children and obtain
justice for those already injured. Your support is essential to CHD’s successful mission.
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